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Chinese babies, I'm not here. You could put the In'dian baby next to the-
V w

Chinese taby and'you couldn't have told which is which*to save your soul. Now

^here's something about it I don't know exactly what, but some of the words

are like Indian words. Some of their words they*.may have a different mean^

ing," but the phonics of them'is exactly (the same. I've bfte:iv wondered

abou t that. They were building this tower to Heaven—Towe"r of Babel,- and

God^was displeased because his people would try to get to Heaven in such a

manner. That wasn't his idea. And he thought Heaven should be earned. Diff-

erent idea of obtaining Heaven'than just to make a tower up there,, so you

know, what happened. The Tower of Babel fell. And all the "people started

speaking in different tongues. Now do you belie veHshat part?

(I do.) • • '. . •

You do? It's confusion they call it. Well, it's still causing confusion.

Well, when these boys of ours went over to Vietnam, they couldn't hardly v --_ __

make these" people understand what they were.trying to- get 'em to do. They

didn't—.they weren't prepared with English beforehand and they certainly

weren't prepared with that language before they went over there. And they

just; had an awful time. That language, barrier was a terrible .thing. Don't

you think there should be a Universal language taught? They didn't allow it.

(They didn't allow you. to speak yours?)

My own father did not allow me—when I would visit my grandparents—you see

my mother would tell me, now as a child it, isn't nice for you to expect an

older persoa that has lived so long and then have— -

(End of Side A.) v
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